Abstract| Many persons with disabilities lack the ne motor coordination necessary to operate traditional keyboards. For these individuals, ambiguous or reduced keyboards offer an alternative access method. By placing multiple characters on each k ey, the size and accessibility of the individual keys can be enhanced without requiring a larger keyboard. Using statistical disambiguation algorithms to automatically interpret each keystroke, these systems can approach the keystroke e ciency keystrokes per character of conventional keyboards. Since the placement o f c haracters on each key determines the e ectiveness of these algorithms, several methods of optimizing keyboard arrangements have previously been proposed. This paper presents a new method for optimizing an arbitrary set of N characters over a collection of M keys. While earlier e orts relied upon approximations of keystroke eciency, the proposed approach optimizes the arrangement under this exact performance measure. Applied to the canonical 26 characters on 9 key telephone keypad" problem, this method provides an improvement in e ciency of 2.5 percentage points over previously established layouts.
I. INTRODUCTION
F OR many individuals with physical disabilities, the operation of a traditional QWERTY keyboard is a frustrating and time-consuming task, if possible at all. Even with keyguards or specially-designed keyboards, reliably accessing each of the 26 keys corresponding to the alphabetic characters may prove impossible or exorbitantly timeconsuming. One possible solution is to use larger keys, simultaneously reducing the total number by associating multiple characters with each k ey. Originally proposed as a method of textual communication using a telephone keypad 1 , 2 , ambiguous keyboards have more recently been applied to augmentative and alternative communication AAC systems as a means for general-purpose language production 3 , 4 , 5 .
Interpreting the sequence of characters produced by a n ambiguous keyboard requires a disambiguation algorithm | a method of deciding which of the possible characters on each k ey was actually intended by the user. By exploiting the statistics of English, a computer can automatically disambiguate characters from a nine key telephone keypad approximately 88 of the time 3 . In most ambiguous communication paradigms, the user must continuously monitor the computer's interpretation of each c haracter, pressing a dedicated retry" key to force a reinterpretation whenever the initial or subsequent guess is incorrect. As users become familiar with the disambiguation process, they may learn to anticipate when retries will be necessary, relaxing the need for constant vigil.
The arrangement o f c haracters on ambiguous keyboards | which c haracters are placed on each k ey | plays a major role in determining how e ciently each keypress can be disambiguated. The production of a given text using a simple alphabetic arrangement o n a nine key telephone keypad, for example, may require twice as many explicit corrections retries as would be required when using the optimal character arrangement proposed in this paper. Although there have been past e orts aimed at optimizing the arrangement o f c haracters on ambiguous keyboards 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , these attempts have relied upon ad hoc rules, rough approximations, or overly simpli ed disambiguation algorithms.
We have developed a rigorous optimization method for the maximization of the keystroke e ciency which can be tuned to any of a broad class of disambiguation algorithms. This technique, which is also applicable to non-English languages and character sets, is conceptually straightforward and exceptionally rapid. The purpose of this paper is threefold: to describe and demonstrate the generic optimization technique, to present an optimal arrangement for the standard nine key ambiguous keyboard, and to establish an accurate set of keystroke e ciency bounds for ambiguous keyboards having a given number of keys. Although the overall e ectiveness of an ambiguous keypad will depend jointly upon the character arrangement, the physical layout of the keys size, position, spacing, etc., and the physical and cognitive capabilities of the user 4 , 6 , we will only address the impact of character arrangement. Assuming that the physical layout of the keypad and the capabilities of the user remain constant, immediate gains in text production rates may be realized through arrangement optimization.
II. BACKGROUND
The application of ambiguous keyboards for language production was proposed independently by Glaser 1 and Johnson and Hagstad 2 as a means for persons with speech and or hearing impairments to communicate over the tele-phone using a standard twelve-button keypad. In these early systems, the production of a single letter always required two k eystrokes | the rst to select a set of possible letters and the second to select an individual character from that collection. By manually disambiguating each key, users of these designs could send and receive unambiguous messages.
Witten 7 noted that sequences of ambiguous characters can be statistically disambiguated by deducing which combinations of the encoded characters actually form valid words. Using a standard telephone keypad, with the conventionally absent q, z, and space characters placed on the customarily empty 1 key, he demonstrated that 92 of the words in his 24,500 word dictionary had unique keypad sequences. This word-level disambiguation technique was modi ed slightly by Minneman 8 , who placed the space character on its own key as an unambiguous wordtermination signal. In Minneman's scheme, the user selected one of the three most likely disambiguated word choices immediately after striking the space character.
Despite their statistical power, word-level disambiguation schemes have not proved popular with augmented communicators. The primary di culty with these systems is that a high percentage of words used in everyday communication do not appear even in very large dictionaries. Seemingly common words such a s deluded" and admonition" are not among the most frequently appearing 86,000 words in the English language 9 . The prevalence of proper nouns, neologisms, misspellings, slang, technical jargon, and acronyms exacerbate this problem. When the desired word does not appear in the pre-de ned dictionary, a sophisticated disambiguation system might attempt to construct novel candidate words by in ecting known words or by exploiting inter-character statistics to derive word-like strings. However, we h a ve found that it is often di cult to generate the correct word using these methods. In these cases, the system must revert to a character-bycharacter disambiguation approach, forcing the user to return to the beginning of the word and manually correct each letter. Besides this inconsistency in the interface, the need to maintain an extensive dictionary may limit the application of word-level disambiguation techniques on devices with extremely small memory stores.
Rather than having the AAC system wait for the completion of a word to apply statistical disambiguation techniques, Levine and his colleagues 5 proposed a characterlevel disambiguation scheme wherein language statistics would be used to immediately predict the most probable character after each k eystroke. If the predicted character is not the intended letter, the user strikes a retry key to select the next most probable character. This scheme is slightly less e cient than word-level disambiguation, since it cannot exploit contextual information from subsequent characters to further re ne the prediction. It does, however, provide the user with unrestricted access to the language through a consistent i n terface.
Character-level disambiguation is usually accomplished noted that an alphabetic arrangement of characters on a standard telephone keypad was suboptimal for character-level disambiguation. Because the frequency of individual characters and character strings is highly skewed in natural languages, some sets of characters are easier to disambiguate than others. For example, a and e tend to occur in the same character contexts, which would make it di cult to predict which c haracter was intended should they be associated with the same key. An alphabetic keyboard arrangement contains no character sets quite this di cult to disambiguate, but still contains combinations which are di cult for character-level prediction algorithms to reliably disambiguate for example, m and n.
Researchers have attempted to derive alternative keyboard arrangements which increase the e ectiveness of the disambiguation algorithm. Three examples from the literature are depicted in Figure 1 , with an alphabetic arrangement shown as a baseline con guration. Levine et al. 5 attempted to mathematically optimize the character arrangement so as to maximize the expected accuracy of the disambiguation algorithm, producing a layout which bears little resemblance to the alphabetically-arranged keyboard. Foulds et al. 10 , on the other hand, simply switched the positions of three characters from the alphabetic keypad t, o, and c to produce their TOC" layout. The Frequency" arrangement, proposed by Arnott and Javed 3 , represents an attempt to equalize the absolute frequency that each k ey will be struck, without regard to disambiguation issues.
The four arrangements depicted in Figure 1 were subjected to a rigorous analysis by Arnott and Javed 3 , who found that the TOC arrangement tended to provide the best performance across a range of testing texts, while the alphabetic con guration consistently provided the worst efciencies. The performance of a keyboard can be quanti ed by measuring the keystroke e ciency | the number of characters produced divided by the total number of keystrokes. The inverse of this value is the average number of keystrokes required to produce each character, an equivalent performance measure used by many researchers. Arnott and Javed found that the TOC arrangement provided a keystroke e ciency of roughly 88.0 1.14 keystrokes character when using a quadgram disambiguation algorithm. Using a variety of testing texts, Foulds et al. 10 reported an 89.5 average e ciency 1.12 keystrokes character using the same keyboard arrangement and disambiguation paradigm.
III. METHODS
Since higher keystroke e ciencies can translate directly to greater text production rates assuming the physical layout of the keys remains unchanged, the development of more e cient k eyboard arrangements could have a significant impact for augmented communicators who use ambiguous keypads. Given the standard character-level disambiguation paradigm described above, we h a ve developed a generic technique capable of producing maximally ecient and theoretically, maximally productive arrangements for arbitrary keyboard con gurations.
A. The Optimization Problem
The generic optimization problem for ambiguous keyboards can be stated in the following terms: Which arrangement of M characters on N keys will result in the greatest keystroke e ciency when generating sample text T s with character-level disambiguation provided by prediction algorithm P x ? This task can be shown to belong to a class of mathematical optimization problems known as NPcomplete. This implies that the only guaranteed method to nd the optimal solution is to search e v ery possible arrangement. When there are K characters positioned on each k ey let K = M N, with M evenly divisible by N the total number of possible character arrangements A total is given by:
More generally, when the numberofcharacters k i on key i is not constant across keys, the number of arrangements is given by:
where c n is the numb e r o f k eys with exactly n characters and K max is the maximum numberofcharacters appearing on any single key. Given the standard telephone keypad con guration of 26 letters divided over nine keys, with three characters on each of eight keys and two characters on the remaining key, this formula establishes that there are approximately 3:010 15 possible arrangements. Even with the rapid keyboard evaluation techniques described below, it would be impossible to try each of these arrangements. Are there practical methods to nd the best" character layout under any given set of performance measurements?
Historically, the optimization of ambiguous keyboards has been limited by an inability to accurately and quickly deduce the keystroke e ciency associated with a given character arrangement. Accurate measures of performance may be derived by using the keyboard to generate a sample text, but this is prohibitively time-consuming for texts of meaningful length, even when the assessment procedure is automated. Researchers have therefore turned to approximate measures of e ciency which can be quickly calculated, such as the digram probability estimates used by Levine and Goodenough-Trepagnier 4 . These methods are imprecise, since neither the disambiguation algorithm nor the retry procedure is modeled accurately.
We have developed a method of determining keystroke e ciency which is accurate with respect to both the disambiguation algorithm and the retry procedure. This is done using a confusability matrix, which expresses the absolute costs in terms of extra keystrokes of having any two c haracters together on the same key. A single M M confusability matrix can be quickly applied to derive accurate keystroke e ciencies for arbitrary keyboard sizes any value of N. The rapid evaluation of various character arrangements can be e ectively utilized by several novel optimization methods.
B. Confusability Matrices
The generation of a confusability matrix is a simple procedure. After initializing the two-dimensional matrix such that it contains all zeroes, a human user or an automated AAC device steps sequentially through each character in the sample text T s . For each position in T s , the character prediction algorithm P x is applied to construct a comprehensive list of predicted characters ranked by probability. The actual intended character will fall somewhere in this list. For every character with higher probability than , the value of the confusability matrix at position , i s incremented. For example, if t" w as the intended character, and the probability-ordered list of predicted characters was a, s, t, v, : : : , only the counts at t, a and t, s would be incremented. This process is repeated for each character in the sample text.
After derivation of the confusability matrix, each e n try C , will represent the total number of times character was predicted before character when was the intended character. It follows that if and were the sole two characters on a given key in an ambiguous keyboard, would be erroneously predicted prior to a total of C , times when producing text T s with prediction algorithm P x . Thus C , retries would be attributable to when producing . Similarly, C , retries would be attributable to when producing . The sum C m , = C , + C , represents the mutual confusability of and | the e ective cost of having and on the same key.
What makes the confusability matrix truly useful, how-ever, is that it generalizes to an arbitrary numb e r o f c haracters on the same key. For example, if characters , , and were placed on a single key, the mutual confusability would simply be the sum of the pairwise mutual confusabilities, or C m , , = C m , + C m , + C m , . This is true because the retry method is independent of the state of the disambiguation process | it is exactly the same for the rst predicted character as for the n th predicted character. Therefore, even though the confusability matrix entries cannot tell us exactly how many times both and were predicted before when was intended or how many times only or were predicted individually before , it can tell us exactly how many total retries were due to the premature prediction of and or . More speci c information would be super uous for determining keystroke e ciency. Note, however, that some information, such as the number of times the user needed exactly k retries to access a character, is not recoverable from the confusability matrix.
Given an ambiguous keyboard, the keystroke e ciency for the M primary characters is computed by dividing the total number of characters in a sample text by the total numberofcharacters plus the total number of retries. This last value is the sum of the pairwise mutual confusability 
C. Optimization Methods
Levine and Goodenough-Trepagnier 4 have proposed a generic optimization scheme, based on the concept of genetic algorithms, which they apply to ambiguous keyboards among other applications. In this scheme, a population of random character arrangements is repeatedly re ned via an evolutionary process akin to natural selection. Using confusability matrices to quickly evaluate keystroke eciencies of the generated arrangements, we h a ve applied a more structured scheme, called n-optimization n-opt, to this domain.
The n-opt approach w as motivated by an algorithm of the same name proposed as a practical approach to another NP-complete optimization task called the traveling salesman problem TSP 11 . The TSP involves nding the shortest round-trip route between M cities, where an M M matrix de nes the distance between any two cities. Much like the keyboard optimization problem, a given route can be quickly evaluated by summing some subset of matrix elements, but there is no way o f nding the best route without searching every possible combination. As a canonical problem in the eld of operations research, many optimization methods have been applied to the TSP.
The basic idea behind the n-opt algorithm as applied to ambiguous keyboard optimization is quite simple | just select any n characters called an n-tuple and calculate if there is any w ay t o s h u e those characters among their respective k eys such that the keystroke e ciency of the resulting arrangement is better than that of the current arrangement. If a better arrangement is possible, it is retained. If not, then the old arrangement i s restored. This process is repeated for every possible combination of n characters | a sequence called an n-opt pass. During the course of a pass, the keystroke e ciency increases monotonically as more e cient arrangements are identi ed and adopted. The n-opt pass is in turn repeated until no changes are made throughout the course of an entire pass. At this point the arrangement is said to be n-optimized.
As an example of how the n-opt algorithm works, consider the case of n = 2. The algorithm starts by constructing a random keyboard arrangement, dividing the M characters as evenly as possible among the N keys. It then processes successive pairs of characters ab, ac, ad, : : : az, bc, bd, be, : : : xy, xz, yz, determining whether there would be any bene t to swapping the respective k ey positions of those characters. Of course, one can ignore cases where the two characters already rest on the same key. Calculating whether the swap would increase keystroke efciency is a simple matter given the confusability matrix | one subtracts the keystroke cost mutual confusability of each c haracter being on its current k ey, and adds in the keystroke cost associated with placing the character on the other key. If the net number of keystrokes decreases, the switch is immediately made. If, after the last pair yz has been tested, there have been any accepted character swaps the whole pass is repeated. Once the process terminates the arrangement will be two-optimized | transposing any two c haracters will never result in an arrangement with a higher keystroke e ciency. Fo r a t wo-opt algorithm, one need only consider a single swapping option. For higher order approaches, however, multiple options must be simultaneously examined. For example, in a three-opt triplet of abc, one must check the relative e ciencies of the ordering permutations acb, bac, bca cab, and cba where the character positions indicate how the inter-key shu ing is done. The most e cient o f these permutations is accepted. There are two important implications to this observation. First, checking a given n-tuple will necessarily entail checking all m-tuple subsets. That is, in performing a three-opt check of abc, two-opt checks for ab, bc, and ac will also be accomplished. Therefore an n-optimized arrangement is guaranteed also to be m-optimized for all m n . Second, the computationally complexity of an n-opt pass grows very quickly with n since both the number of n-tuples and the number of combinations per n-tuple grow with n. There are approximately M!=M ,n! separate e ciency checks necessary for a single n-opt pass. This imposes a practical computational constraint which has limited our approach t o a v e-opt algorithm.
In theory, n-opt approaches su er from a signi cant drawback. Since they accept only the most bene cial switches, they may never achieve the global maximum. With no broad-reaching strategy to nd the optimal arrangement, these algorithms ignore character swaps that would be immediately detrimental to performance, but when combined with subsequent rearrangements might lead to superior performance. Consider again, for example, a t wo-opt approach. Starting with a random arrangement and knowing the optimal arrangement say b y a h ypothetical comprehensive search of the possible arrangements, it is always possible to repeatedly swap di erent pairs of characters so as to rearrange the keyboard to its optimal con guration. Although the keystroke e ciency will have increased after this hand-optimization process is complete, there may be individual transpositions along the way which actually decrease the e ciency | swaps which w ould never be made by the two-opt algorithm. The algorithm gets stuck i n a local maxima instead of searching for the global maximum. The only way to ensure optimality is to perform an n-opt algorithm with n = M. This, however, would involve an exhaustive search o f every possible arrangement | the optimization problem itself.
A simple method to help avoid local maxima is to run an n-opt algorithm with many di erent random initial arrangements, keeping only the best resulting arrangement 11 , 12 . By spreading out the search space, the chance of nding the global maxima or a better local maxima is markedly improved. It is also possible to modify the algorithm slightly so as to occasionally allow non-bene cial character swaps in the hope of escaping local maxima. Simulated annealing methods 13 and genetic algorithms 4 could be applied in this manner to the n-opt algorithm. In practice, however, our studies have indicated that these more complex methods are unnecessary for values of N and M appropriate to augmentative communication.
D. Testing Procedure
For the construction of confusability matrices, demonstration of the proposed optimization method, and subsequent e v aluation of the ambiguous keyboards, four prediction algorithms were used. Digram, trigram, and quadgram character prediction have already been described. We refer to the fourth algorithm as kgram prediction, in which prediction of the k th character in a word depends upon the rst k , 1 characters of the word. Kgram prediction can be thought of a position-dependent v ariation of ngram prediction. For the rst few letters of a word, ngram and kgram methods are of comparable e cacy. For subsequent letters, however, a kgram approach provides more accurate predictions, since additional context can be exploited. In cases where the intended word is not in the system dictionary, kgram prediction must be supplemented by highorder ngram techniques.
The ngram and kgram statistics were generated through an analysis of a 1.5 million word source corpus consisting of articles and essays printed in Time magazine from 1991 to 1993 Time Magazine Reference Edition CD-ROM, 1994. The sample text used to generate the confusability matrices consisted of 50,000 words from the same database. There was no content o verlap between the source corpus and the sample text. The Time corpus was selected as a representative sample of the type of large corpora currently available for statistics generation and AAC system evaluation. Our previous studies using this database have yielded character and word prediction performances comparable to those of researchers using alternative databases of comparable size 14 , 15 , 16 , 17 .
The selection of documents for testing of any augmentative system requires careful consideration. Texts too similar or dissimilar to the source corpus used to generate the predictive database, or to the sample text used to generate the confusability matrix, may provide skewed estimates of performance. To ensure unbiased results, we employed a series of seven testing documents referred to as T 4 , T 8 , T 12 , T 13 , T g , T r , and T t which v ary in both genre and sophistication. These texts were previously used in a study of scanning AAC techniques 16 . Texts T 4 , T 8 , T 12 , T 13 are compilations of stories, essays, and letters written by students of various ages as used in an earlier AAC study 15 , T g is a narrative story from Reader's Digest 18 , T r is a s c holarly work from Go man 19 , and T t is another nonoverlapping collection of articles from Time. The testing texts range in length from 2500 words T 4 through T 13 t o 50,000 words T t , and provide a range of writing styles, lexicons, and sentence complexity. Keystroke e ciencies were derived independently for each of the seven texts. Where speci ed, the unweighted average of the keystroke e ciencies across the texts was used as a single measure of ambiguous keyboard performance. This averaging method was also used by Arnott and Javed 3 .
After generating the ngram and kgram statistics, the sample text was used to derive confusability matrices for each of the prediction algorithms. These matrices were created automatically using the Integrated Modular Package of Augmentative Communication Technologies IMPACT, a software architecture developed by Enkidu Research, Inc. under a grant from the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development NICHD. This same package was used to evaluate the optimized ambiguous keyboards. During confusability matrix generation and keyboard eval-uation, IMPACT operated in an autonomous emulation mode, simulating user actions to quickly and reliably generate the required measures.
The reported keystroke e ciencies are based solely on the generation of the 26 letters and the space character. Punctuation marks, symbols, numerals, and control codes are generally not implemented as ambiguous characters, but rather as components unambiguously accessed through a m ulti-key sequence 3 . Including these extra characters in the calculation of keystroke e ciency would therefore provide no additional information about the relative performance of a particular ambiguous character arrangement. Note that the space character is often coded unambiguously see Figure 1 , but its inclusion in e ciency measures is necessary to facilitate comparison between designs with and without an ambiguous encoding of this character see Figure 3 .
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
After generating an initial set of confusability matrices for various prediction algorithms, the n-opt approach w as applied to the canonical ambiguous keyboard con guration | the placement of the M=26 letters on N=9 keys of a telephone keypad. The two-opt algorithm was applied to 10,000 random initial arrangements. The arrangement with the best keystroke e ciency was then further optimized by a v e-opt algorithm. This optimization process required about 3 minutes to complete on a 166 MHz Pentium PC. We had initially applied three-opt and four-opt algorithms to the random arrangements, but it proved to be more computationally e cient to perform many t wo-opt trials rather than a few trials at higher optimization levels. In fact, the best arrangement almost always was generated within the rst 10 random two-opt trials, and never appeared later than 50 trials into the run. That is, the optimal arrangement could be produced with a high degree of con dence in less than a second of processing time.
The keystroke e ciencies associated with the optimized" arrangement for di erent prediction algorithms are depicted in Figure 2 , along with the corresponding eciencies for the alternative arrangements of Figure 1 . The e ciency in generating each of the seven testing texts is shown, along with the average performance. The optimal arrangements themselves are shown in Figure 3 . As indicated in the scatter plot, the optimized arrangements outperform all of the established layouts. The average keystroke e ciencies are also presented in Table I to facilitate comparisons. Where applicable, the values in parentheses represent the average e ciencies reported by Arnott and Javed 3 . As shown in Figure 2 , trends for the eciencies on individual testing texts closely track those of the average e ciencies.
For each individual prediction algorithm, our optimized arrangement provides the highest average e ciency, followed by the TOC con guration. The Levine and Frequency arrangements provided roughly equivalent results, while a simple alphabetic arrangement consistently pro- vided much l o wer keystroke e ciencies. The performance di erence between our arrangement and the TOC keypad was 1.0 percentage point when using kgram character prediction, but grew to nearly 2.5 percentage points when using less accurate digram prediction: For less e ective prediction algorithms, the cost of sub-optimality is more substantial. As shown in Table I , the e ciencies reported here for the established keyboards are in rough agreement with the ndings of Arnott and Javed 3 for digram, trigram, and quadgram prediction algorithms. No kgram studies were performed by these researchers, but our ndings indicate that substituting kgram prediction for quadgram prediction increases keystroke e ciencies by a n a verage of 2.7 percentage points.
A. Keyboard V ariations In most ambiguous keyboard studies, the space character has been assigned to a key of its own 3 , 5 , 10 . From the standpoint o f k eystroke e ciency, this is a sub-optimal arrangement. To demonstrate this, we derived the opti- mal keyboard for M = 27 and N = 10. The resulting arrangement for the kgram prediction algorithm is shown to the far right in Figure 3 . This keyboard provides an average keystroke e ciency of 91.99, 0.85 percentage points higher than the 91.14 e ciency of the corresponding optimized keyboard with a non-ambiguous space character. Since the space is by far the most common of all characters, and is fundamental to de ning word boundaries, we note that there may be human factors which oppose its inclusion among the other ambiguous characters.
The n-opt algorithm can be applied to keyboards with a user-speci ed number of characters on each key. The default con guration used in this paper for M = 26 has eight k eys with 3 characters each, and one key with only 2 characters 333333332. In the hopes of nding alternative arrangements which w ould provide superior keystroke eciencies, we applied the n-opt method to other reasonable con gurations such as 433333322 and 433333331. No signi cant improvements were noted with these alternative layouts, although several provided comparable keystroke e ciencies.
As a nal demonstration of the versatility and power of the n-opt algorithm, optimized arrangements for keyboards ranging from N = 1 k ey to N = 2 7 k eys were derived and evaluated using the seven testing texts. For each test, the characters were distributed as evenly as possible across the available keys. The results of this study are depicted in Figure 4 . Arrangements with and without an ambiguous space character were generated, using both kgram and digram prediction algorithms. Note that the inclusion of an ambiguous space character provides a signi cant increase in keystroke e ciency for a given number of keys, especially for smaller keyboards. As expected, kgram character prediction is much more e ective than digram prediction for a given numberofkeys.
Using an optimization technique based on digram disambiguation, Levine and Goodenough-Trepagnier 4 established keystroke e ciency bounds for keyboards of various sizes. Plotted alongside our ndings in Figure 4 , these limits should be compared to the curve we derived using an ambiguous space character with digram prediction. The substantial di erences between our ndings and those of Levine and Goodenough-Trepagnier could be attributable to ve basic causes: 1 The inaccurate performance measure used by the optimization algorithm of Levine and Goodenough-Trepagnier, 2 the stated underestimate of performance due to their approximations of the retry procedure, 3 their inclusion of the period as a 28th ambiguous character, 4 the possible sub-optimality of the solutions found by their genetic optimization algorithm, and 5 differences in the testing texts employed in the two studies. Especially for smaller keyboards, the approximations made by Levine and Goodenough-Trepagnier about the contribution of retries during both optimization and performance measurement phases resulted in signi cant underestimation of achievable keystroke e ciencies.
The location of the shoulder" of the various curves | the number of keys beyond which the keystroke e ciency begins to asymptote | is of practical interest to AAC device designers. All other factors being equal, this point o f diminishing returns indicates the most cost-e ective tradeo between performance and keyboard size. The shoulder of Levine and Goodenough-Trepagnier's 1990 e ciency curve is not very pronounced, but appears to occur at about 16 keys. For our optimized keyboards, however, the subjective curve shoulder occurs between 8 and 12 keys for both kgram and digram disambiguation algorithms. This nding is signi cant, since it implies that a nine key telephone keypad, historically applied to AAC for primarily practical reasons, is also a reasonable design choice from a theoretical standpoint.
B. On Optimality"
The evidence strongly suggests that all of the arrangements described in this paper represent the globally optimal solutions for the given sample text and prediction algorithm, rather than locally optimal arrangements. The solutions all tended to appear in the rst 10 random two-opt trials, and could not be improved upon by applying higherorder n-opt algorithms or by performing many millions of additional random two-opt trials. One would not expect such behavior from a local maxima. Using the known keystroke e ciency of the posited optimal arrangements to limit the possible character combinations, it might prove possible in the future to objectively establish their opti-mality via a comprehensive search of the remaining combinations.
The arrangements described in this paper are optimal in the strict sense de ned by the particular prediction algorithm applied and the sample text used to generate the confusability matrix. In practice, both the prediction database and the sample text should be chosen so as to mirror the text to be produced with the ambiguous keyboard. This being said, we point out that even when there are gross mismatches in genre and sophistication between source and testing texts, keystroke e ciencies for the optimal keyboards are still reasonably high. This is evinced by the relatively low variance exhibited in the data of Figure 2 | there is seldom a di erence of more than 2.5 percentage points between the highest and lowest e ciencies of a given arrangement for a single prediction algorithm. Similarly, although the keyboards are optimized for a particular prediction algorithm, an arrangement optimized for a di erent algorithm may be utilized without a major decrease in performance. For example, substituting a digram-optimized keyboard in a kgram prediction setting only drops e ciency from 91.14 to 90.75, while the inverse situation kgramoptimized keyboard in a digram setting results in a modest decrease from 85.73 to 85.30. Although optimized for a particular set of operating conditions, the proposed arrangements are still quite robust.
The optimization methods described can be applied to any character level disambiguation algorithm which uses the standard retry method. However, several researchers have pointed out that greater savings may be achievable by performing word-level disambiguation | waiting until a whole word is typed before attempting to resolve the individual character ambiguities 7 , 8 , 10 , 20 . Despite the problems which may result when the desired word is absent from the system dictionary, we believe that wordlevel disambiguation will become an important part of future communication systems. Confusability matrices cannot be utilized for the optimization of arrangements under word-level disambiguation because, unlike with characterlevel methods, confusability cannot be localized to character pairs. However, we note that the optimal kgram arrangement provides as many unique word-to-key-sequence mappings 90.1 as the best traditional keyboard 90.1 for TOC on a 47,000 word dictionary | most individual words can be entered with a single keystroke per character. Taking into account natural variations in word frequencies, we nd that an arrangement optimized for character-level disambiguation can theoretically provide a net keystroke e ciency of 99.6 under a frequency-based word-level disambiguation scheme 0.15 percentage points better than TOC. In practice, e ciency will be somewhat lower than this limit because the user must periodically contend with words not found in the system dictionary.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We h a ve demonstrated an e cient method for optimizing an arbitrary set of M characters distributed over N keys with respect to an exact model of the character-level disambiguation algorithm. These techniques can be applied to quickly generate optimal arrangements for speci c text samples and prediction models, with no language or character set constraints. Although optimized for speci c character-level disambiguation methods, these keyboards also provide excellent performance under alternative c haracter-level and word-level disambiguation algorithms.
Given the 91 keystroke e ciency of the optimal nine key arrangement, it seems likely that switching to an ambiguous con guration could provide performance improvements for some augmented communicators currently struggling with traditional keyboards. The decreased selection times associated with larger individual keys might w ell oset the cost of the extra retries to provide a net increase in text production rate. Similarly, many individuals currently using scanning selection systems might bene t from the application of an ambiguous design with a minimal key count. As character prediction algorithms continue to improve, we can expect keystroke e ciencies to likewise increase, thereby decreasing the relative costs of adopting an ambiguous design. It is important to note, however, that physical factors such as the positioning and size of the individual keys can also have a profound impact on text production rates.
Although our primary focus for developing new methods of optimizing ambiguous keyboards has been the AAC community, w e note that these techniques may prove useful in other areas. With the proliferation of portable two-way electronic devices such as cellular phones, pagers, and handheld computers, ambiguous keyboards may play a broader role as a generic interface methodology | the small physical size of these devices prohibits the inclusion of full-sized, unambiguous keyboards. If this proves to be the case, augmented communicators can only bene t from the enhanced focus on disambiguation technology.
